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The Body, Mind, & Soul Conference  is an exposition featuring professional insight into 

healing the whole individual. Educational topics along with tools will be provided to in-

dividuals and professionals. These techniques provide physical, mental, and spiritual 

healing for the attendee, their families, and the community. 

 

A Much Needed Healing For Our Area... 
A recent article published in Bristol Herald Courier on March 20, 2013 focused on the poor 

rankings of health among citizens of Southwest Virginia. Three counties in the Southwest 

Virginia area ranked in the bottom 5 of 95 researched counties. Sullivan County, TN had a 

ranking of 43. The complete study, available at www.countyhealthrankings.org, provided an 

overall measure of individual health and longevity. A number of factors were revealed to be 

the cause of poor health in this area.  

The goal of this conference is to raise the health consciousness of more than 0.1% of the 

population of Southwest Virginia and Northeast Tennessee. Once we have achieved this level 

then the rest of the general population will also see the benefits. 
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Contact Information: 
Dr. Kris Gandhi 

P.O. Box 883 

Marion, VA 24354 

Amarveda@yahoo.com 

423-426-1066 



EVENT SCHEDULE: 

FRIDAY 

8:00 to 8:45 AM  Registration 

8:45 to 9:00 AM  Welcome 

9:00 to 10:00 AM Natural Healing Methods, Pt. 1 (Dr. Inocalla) - 1 
hour CEU 

10:00 to 10:15 AM Break 

10:15 to 11:45 AM Heartpath (Dr. Cinthia McFeature) - 1.5 hour CEU 

11:45 to 12:15 PM Light And Chromotherapy As Tools In The Healing  
Process (Martha Jo Price, M.S.) - .5 hour CEU 

12:15 to 1:30 PM Lunch, Yoga (Radha Kistler), & Exhibits 

1:30 to 2:30 PM Self Acceptance (Dave Woodrum) - 1 hour CEU 

2:30 to 2:45 PM Break 

2:45 to 3:45 PM Breathing Instruction And Wellness Tools (Dr. 
Gandhi) -  
1 hour CEU 

3:45 to 4:45 PM An Introduction To Energy Healing (Dr. Lageman)-
1 hour CEU 

4:45 to 5:00 PM Yoga (Radha Kistler) & Exhibits 

Friday’s events offer a total of 6 hours of CEUs.  

Contact Information: 
Dr. Kris Gandhi 

P.O. Box 883 

Marion, VA 24354 

Amarveda@yahoo.com 

423-426-1066 



EVENT SCHEDULE: 

SATURDAY 

8:00 to 8:45 AM  Registration 

8:45 to 9:00 AM  Welcome 

9:00 to 10:00 AM The Intuitive Heart (Dr. Duncan-Daston) - 1 hour CEU 

10:00 to 10:15 AM Break 

10:15 to 11:15 AM Natural Supplements And Dietary Health (Dr. 
Abeleda) - 1 hour CEU 

11:15 to 11:30 AM Break 

11:30 to 12:30 PM Dream Therapy (Dr. Reed) - 1 hour CEU 

12:30 to 1:45 PM Lunch 

1:45 to 2:45 PM Training Your Brain Using Self-Neurofeedback (Dr. Bill 
McFeature) - 1 hour CEU 

2:45 to 3:00 PM Break 

3:00 to 4:00 PM Human Relationships And Therapeutic Healing (Rudy 
Flora) -     1 hour CEU 

4:00 to 4:15 PM Break 

4:15 to 5:15 PM Natural Healing Methods, p1. 2 (Dr. Inocalla)- 1 hour 
CEU 

5:15 to 5:30 PM Yoga (Radha Kistler) & Exhibits 

Saturday’s events offer a total of 6 hours of CEUs.  



REGISTRATION  

INFORMATION: 
 

FEES: 
Attendance of Both Friday and Saturday- $85.00  

Attendance of Friday Only- $50.00 

Attendance of Saturday Only- $50.00 

 

CHECKS AND PAYPAL ACCEPTED.  

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO  

STARGATE LONGEVITY CENTER 

IF PAYING BY PAYPAL PLEASE PAY TO FOLLOWING  

EMAIL ADDRESS: 

AMARVEDA@YAHOO.COM 



NATURAL SUPPLEMENTS 

AND DIETARY HEALTH 
 

 

Dr. Abeleda will share with us her vast knowledge of diets and supple-

ments used in her professional practice.  She has very interesting personal 

stories as well as clients’ stories about the amazing results she has had 

with all natural products.  The participant will: 

 

1.  Learn about the benefits of Virgin Coconut oil for both physical and 

mental well-being. Coconut oil has been used for centuries in tropical 

climes as a beauty product and as an enhancement to one’s physical and 

mental health. 

2.  Learn the importance of Vitamin D to one’s overall well-being and its 

effects on physical and mental health. 
 

Dr. Connie Abeleda 
 
Dr. Connie Abeleda has practiced medicine for more than forty 

years, the last twenty years of which have been spent in the field 

of psychiatry. She has served as a psychiatrist for community  

service boards and hospitals in Southwest Virginia for many 

years.  



The Intuitive Heart 
This workshop will focus on a method of meditation developed by 

Dr. Henry Reed of the Edgar Cayce Institute for Intuitive Studies. 

Shifts occur internally during this meditation by practicing mindful 

breathing, gratitude for the breath, and concentration on opening 

the heart. It is this centering on the heart that is the key to gaining 

access to healing intuitive guidance for both self and others. 

Participants will: 

1. Learn a method of meditation that encourages mindful observa-

tion of the breath. 

2. Realize how shifting from left-brain control into mindful gratitude 

changes meditation and cleanses the spirit. 

3. Learn how focus on the heart can provide alternative sources of 

healing and wisdom. 

4. Gain insight about how this focus on the heart, plus altruistic in-

tent, opens one to an intuitive connection to self and others. 

Dr. Rana Duncan–Daston 
Dr. Duncan-Daston is a professor and MSW Program Coordinator for the Radford 

University School of Social Work. She has taught for fifteen years and before that she 

practiced clinical social work for many years. Her research interests currently are in 

the area of spirituality and intuition. She attended an Intuitive Heart Retreat with Dr. 

Henry Reed through the Edgar Cayce Institute for Intutitive Studies last summer that 

nurtured this interest. Currently she is studying Reiki and developing an elective for 

the RU MSW program in Spiritually Sensitive Social Work practice. 



HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS AND 

THERAPEUTIC HEALING 
 

 

Rudy Flora will be discussing the components of healthy human 

relationships.  Participants will: 

 

1.  Learn the elements of therapeutic approach to healthy relationships. 

2. Gain a deeper understanding of how intimate relationships  can become more 

meaningful. 

3.  Focus on topics including cognitive distortions. 

4.  Learn the importance of mutually respecting one’s life partner. 

5. Learn to work through disagreements and bring about a stronger relationship in 

the  process. 

Rudy Flora, LCSW, ACSW 
Rudy has provided psychotherapy services for more than 30 years. He has 

both in-patient and out-patient experience. He is an adjunct instructor at 

Radford University and teaches psychotherapy. Rudy is a graduate of Vir-

ginia Commonwealth University with a Master's of Social Work degree. He 

sees children, adolescents, couples, and families. 



BREATHING INSTRUCTION AND  

WELLNESS TOOLS 
 

 

Dr. Gandhi has a vast arsenal of “wellness tools,” and will be presenting 

information on simple devices and tools to improve one’s health, thereby 

improving the quality of one’s life.  Utilizing the simple and often taken 

for granted properties of air, water, and sunlight, Dr. Gandhi has devel-

oped numerous holistic instruments in his quest for extending one’s life 

and making the most of one’s time spent on Mother Earth.  The partici-

pant will: 

 

1.  Learn pranayama, the Eastern breathing technique for stress reduc-

tion, longevity, and disease prevention. 

2.  Learn how human saliva’s pH is always acidic in people with chronic 

diseases and methods of making the body’s system alkaline. 

3.  Learn how to use meditation and visualization to overcome stress, anxi-

ety, and anger. 

4.  Learn the power of magnets and thermo biofeedback for improved 

health by reducing stress. 

Dr. Kris Gandhi, Ph.D. 
 

Dr. Kris Gandhi, Ph.D., has extensive experi-

ence and knowledge in the fields of Biochemis-

try, Environmental Sciences, and the Science of 

Longevity. His passion for the last thirty five 

years has been delaying or preventing memory 

loss and remaining healthy, active, and a vital 

contributor to the community well into “old 

age”. 



NATURAL HEALING  

METHODS 
 

Dr. Inocalla will provide us with insights into psychotropic medi-

cation and when it is preferable instead to use natural methodol-

ogy to heal the whole person.  Attendees will be able to use the 

educational information to heal themselves, their families, and 

their clients.  Participants will: 

 

1.  Experience a brief overview of the healing power of Reiki. 

2.  Listen to the “inner” heart. 

3. Come to understand the importance of a proper diet and  

supplements. 

4.  Learn about using flower remedies and  homeopathic medi-

cines which don’t cause the unpleasant side-effects of so many 

chemically based cures. 

Dr. Marilou Inocalla 
Dr. Inocalla is a certified Psychiatrist with over 35 years 
of clinical experience working with primary care practi-
tioners in treating patients with acute and chronic medi-
cal and mental health disorders. Such work includes 
therapeutic consultation and medication management.
Over twenty of Dr. Inocalla’s years in mental health 
practice have been spent working with the citizens of 
Southwest Virginia. In addition to her work as a clinical 
psychiatrist, Dr. Inocalla also specializes in complimen-
tary medicine, integrative  
therapies, and healing retreats. 



AN INTRODUCTION TO  

ENERGY HEALING 
 

 

Dr. Lageman will explain and demonstrate the first two stages of the energy 

healing process.  This will be a practical, hands-on workshop.  Participants 

will: 

 

1.  Witness an illumination and an extraction. 

2.  Learn how to recognize negative elements in their own energy fields. 

3.  Clear their own energy fields. 

4.  Learn how to “dowse” 

5.  Learn to recognize negative vortexes and energy lines in homes and offices. 

6.  Learn how to clear homes and offices of negative energies. 

Dr. August Lageman 
Dr. Lageman currently practices as a shamanistic healer in Abing-

don, Virginia and is also an educator of university studies in philoso-

phy, psychology, and comparative religion. His credentials include, 

but are not limited to, the following: 
United Methodist Minister 

Gettysburg Seminary - M.Div 1973 

St Mary’s University - M.A. and Ph.D. (in philosophy and psychology), 1975 and 1983 

Johns Hopkins University - Certificate Advanced Study in Behavioral Science and Coun-

seling Psychology, 1986 

Graduate - U.S Air Force Air War College, Maxwell AFB, Alabama, 1996 

Graduate - Certificate from The Institute of the Advanced Study of Human Sexuality, 

1996 

Graduate - The Healing the Light Body School, 2010, Park City, Utah 

Served as a parish pastor, 1968 to 1978 

Practiced psychotherapy, 1978 to 1990 

Maryland Army National Guard as the 29 Aviation Brigade Chaplain 1985 to 1992 

Founding executive director of Pastoral Counseling Services of Maryland, 1990 to 1996 

Served on Active Duty with the U.S. Army in Schweinfurt, Germany, 1997 

Civilian psychotherapist and final active duty tour, 1998 to 2003 

Retired from the U.S Army as a Colonel in August 2003, Decorated with the Legion of 

Merit 

Taught psychology, philosophy and comparative religion at Virginia Intermont College, 

2003 to 2010 

Author of the book, ”The Moral Dimensions of Marriage and Family Therapy”, 1993 Uni-

versity Press of America 



THE ANCIENT DISCIPLINE OF YOGA 
 

Ms. Kistler will be teaching the audience about the power, disci-

pline, art, and healthfulness of yoga.  She will show us how to util-

ize yoga in situations that are common as well as unusual.  Partici-

pants will: 

 

1.  Learn how to apply yoga in the office setting while seated in an 

ordinary chair at one’s desk. 

2.  Learn yoga techniques to help those experiencing limited mobil-

ity either through accident or disability. 

3.  Learn how to do yoga in bed. 

4.  Learn to apply yoga techniques for reduction in anxiety and 

tension and for a healthy alternative to relaxing instead of just 

flopping down on the couch in front of the television after a hard 

day at work. 

Radha Kistler 
Radha Kistler, a certified yoga teacher, keeps herself on a very 

strict diet and in the twenty three years of her life has never taken 

chemical medications of any kind. Radha, the daughter of Dr. Ino-

calla, has been exposed to her Mother’s holistic healing techniques 

from the day of her birth. 



TRAINING YOUR  

BRAIN USING  

SELF-NEUROFEEDBACK 
 

 

Dr. McFeature will be guiding this seminar with a professional, experienced 

insight into the values of neurofeedback.  Dr. McFeature will be instructing 

the attendees on how the brain can be trained and re-developed in a positive 

aspect through self-directed neurofeedback techniques.  Participants will: 

 

 

1.  Learn biofeedback techniques for self advancement. 

2.  Learn biofeedback techniques for increasing immunity and resistance to 

disease. 

3.  Learn how to utilize biofeedback to control anger, fear, and detrimental 

thoughts. 

Dr. Bill McFeature 
Bill McFeature is a Doctorate of Philosophy in Clinical 
Psychology with specialized training in integrative be-
havioral health care services. He is a licensed therapist 
and has over 30 years of clinical experience working 
with primary care practitioners in treating patients with 
acute and chronic medical and mental health disorders. 
He is a national consultant for clinics utilizing primary 
care and behavioral health integration. Dr. McFeature is 
also a graduate faculty member for the Counselor Edu-
cation Department at Radford University in Virginia. He 
is involved in ongoing clinical research in primary care 
and behavioral health integration. 



HEARTPATH 
 

Cinthia McFeature will be talking about Heartpath, the spirit of 

mindfulness.  Through Heartpath, there is the very great poten-

tial for the healing of Mankind, but as with any other important 

task of self-improvement, it must begin with one small step.  

During this seminar, it is hoped that each of us will be able to 

discover our own potential for healing and making life changing 

improvements.  The participants will: 

 

1.Learn how to awaken the healing potential present in one’s             

own mind. 

2.  Learn how our emotions affect well-being. 

3.  Learn how to channel love as well as fear. 

4.  Learn techniques for improving one’s own well-being so that 

one can, in turn, help others. 

Dr. Cinthia McFeature 
Cindy McFeature, Ph.D. received her Doctorate in Counseling 

with specialized training in integrated behavioral medicine 

and narrative therapies. She currently works for Washington 

County Department of Social Services as a Family Develop-

ment Specialist, providing facilitaion for Family Partnership 

Meetings and recruiting and training foster parents and 

staff. She also works part-time as a VISSTA trainer for VDSS 

for the Western and Piedmont regions. Dr. McFeature has a 

part-time private practice in Bristol, Virginia. She is also co-

author of the book HeartPath Practitioner which was nation-

ally released in 2009.  



LIGHT AND CHROMOTHERAPY AS 

TOOLS IN THE HEALING PROCESS 
 

 
Martha Jo Price will explore the effects of light and color on people suffering from de-

pression and a plethora of other ailments, opening our eyes to a new paradigm in heal-

ing.  Researchers say that about 14% of the adult population in the world’s northern 

climes suffer from SAD or “seasonal affective disorder,” and often are less energetic, 

moodier, and less excited about activities that ordinarily would thrill them.  It is inter-

esting to note that the highest suicide rates often occur during the Christmas holidays, 

supposedly the “happiest time of the year.”  Participants will: 

 

1.  Learn which of the primary colors correspond with each of the chakras.  If you stud-

ied art in high school, it as simple as remembering the acronym, ROYGBIV. 

2.  Learn the power that each primary color has over certain ailments and how chromo 

therapy can be used to slow down or even heal the progression of disease. 

3.  Learn the importance of sunlight and sunlamps in healing. 

4.  Look at theories of light and chromo therapy in healing from Shakespeare to Des-

cartes, Poe to Nightingale. 

Martha Jo Price, M.S. 
Martha Jo Price, a native of Glade Spring, Virginia, taught English, French, and Theatre for thirty years in both 

Washington and Smyth Counties. After retiring at 52, she worked as a parenting coach for five years and is 

now employed at Recovering Life and performing a variety of tasks. Throughout her life, Martha has traveled 

the world and studied alternative healing for both physical and mental irregularities. One of her most recent 

trips took her to a Beijing hospital where she studied herbology and colour therapy with the doctors there. She 

also has studied armotherapy in Provence and Sorrento. The healing properties of fish oil and stinging nettles 

were studied in Alaska and the incredible power of the salt mines in Wieliczka, Poland with their propensity to 

ease and heal respiratory ailments. She was recently instructed in Thai massage in Bangkok, and Buddhist 

principles of meditation throughout the Far East. Martha Jo credits her lifelong love of holistic medicine with 

having a “little old Irish gypsy Grandmother” who scoured the woods around Glade Spring looking for sassa-

fras, bloodroot, ginseng, May apple, and other plants to make teas and tonics for her family rather than using 

often expensive chemical medications. 

 

Martha Jo has a B.A. from Emory and Henry College, and an M.S. from Radford University. She is a pub-

lished author and has had articles, essays, and fiction appearing in national publications on a variety of topics 

from local history to exotic travel destinations. One of her favorite articles appeared in several venues and fea-

tured the now demolished Washington Springs Hotel, once owned by the Price family, and run as a spa with 

seven different springs, each having a unique healing quality. People would travel from all over the country to 

stay at the resort for the summer to cure whatever ailed them. 



DREAM THERAPY 
Dreams have often been considered predictors of good and bad fortune, often indi-

cating and/or causing confusion in the dreamer’s mind as well as stirring up un-

pleasant memories of past trauma.  In this seminar, Dr. Henry Reed will help par-

ticipants learn: 

 

 

1.  The history of healing through dream interpretation from ancient times to the 

present. 

2.  Problem-solving while dreaming. 

3.  Dreaming as medicine.  Correcting health issues of both the physical and spiri-

tual body. 

4.  The capacity for using dreams in our time for the healing of Mankind. 

5.  About becoming “Intuitive Heart” practitioners. 
 

Dr. Henry Reed 
Henry divides his time between being a goat rancher and being an independent scholar of psychology, in-

volved in writing, teaching, consulting, research and counseling. 

 

He received his Ph.D. from U.C.L.A. and was Assistant Professor of Psychology at Princeton University and 

Professor of Transpersonal Studies at Atlantic University. He has authored several popular books and profes-

sional articles and produced several instructional videos. 

 

He was termed the "Father of the Dreamwork movement" because of his creation of Sundance: The Commu-

nity Dream Journal, that helped spark the national dreamwork movement. He had a one-man show of his 

dream inspired watercolor paintings at the Virginia Beach Center for the Arts, and created an annual "Dreams 

and Creativity" program for the City of Virginia Beach. He now leads people on home-based dream quests and 

paints watercolor mandalas for them as a channel of prayer support. The Smithsonian Institute invited him to 

give a lecture about his "Dream Solutions" method of creative dream work. 

 

He is Senior Fellow at the Edgar Cayce Institute of Intuitive Studies where he regularly provides training, con-

sultation and research. He is also a Licensed Professional Counselor with a private practice in Mouth of Wil-

son, Virginia, specializing in intensive, transformational work, centered in dreams, energetic healing, and crea-

tivity. He is the founder of Creative Spirit Studios, which is a collaborative of lightworkers involved in using 

creative spirit in healing, teaching, and innovative service projects and research. Their virtual headquarters is 

at www.creativespirit.net and Henry maintains a well-equipped studio at Flying Goat Ranch in the Appala-

chian mountains, where he breeds and trains work friendly goats who help out and entertain guests of the spiri-

tual healing sanctuary that exists on the ranch. 

 

His most recent projects involve consulting on a three hour series for the Discovery channel on dreams and 

creating an "Intuitive Heart Discovery Group" network around the country training people to become Intuitive 

Heart™ practitioners. 



SELF ACCEPTANCE 
 

Alternatively titled, “Learning How To Abandon the Joneses,” this presentation by 

Dave Woodrum, explores improving self esteem, gaining confidence, and estab-

lishing acceptance of self.  Utilizing a combination of peer reviewed academic re-

search with a sociological review of Western culture, the speaker provides insights 

and methods on how to identify unrealistic expectations of self and how to gain a 

positive, truthful sense of self acceptance.  Dave will help the participants learn: 

 

1.  How distorted self identities create physiological turmoil in an individual. 

2.  How the individual allows external factors and false understandings of expecta-

tions, creating distortions of self identity. 

3.  Methods of identifying unrealistic expectations of self in order to heal oneself, 

and consequently, those around us or in our care. 

4. How perceptions of false expectations from the meso and macro levels can dis-

turb the harmony of self and family at the micro level. 

5.  A brief analysis of populations that present with a strong need for self accep-

tance. 

Dave Woodrum, MSW 
Dave Woodrum Jr. is a native of Smyth County, Virginia, and has been an active professional 

of the mental and behavioral health field since 2004. Dave is currently a mental health case 

manager for outpatient youth clients. In addition to this experience, Dave has worked in inpa-

tient psychiatric care settings, including a state mental health facility and a criminal corrections 

unit. His research in human behavior, social theory, and philosophy and practice trace back to 

his first lessons of such topics at University of Virginia at Wise in 1991. Dave Woodrum began 

to incorporate studies of complimentary medicine and holistic practices to his research in 1992 

through independent, experienced guided study. He holds a Bachelors of Sciences degree in 

Human Services through Old Dominion University and a Masters of Social Work degree 

through Radford University. In regards to interests outside of the mental and behavioral health 

field, Dave Woodrum Jr. is a published author of multiple resources in the traditional table top 

strategy and board gaming market and has mentored other members on an international level in 

regards to the principles of gaming theory, logical balance, and the structure of strategy and 

turn based thinking. He often employs the mindset of logic used in turn based tactical gaming 

towards understanding and evaluating the situations of societal culture.  

 


